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Let 9I, be the alternating group on m letters {l, 2,..., rn) (m >, 4). Put 
m = 4% + I where PI is a positive integer and 0 < Y Q 3. Let d, be an 
invotution of %= as follows: 
I 
is, = (1,2)(3,4) -*a (4n - 3, 4n - 2)(4n - 1, 48). 
Then 6, is an involntion in the center of a 2-Sylow subgroup of Sm. For 
I = 1,2, and 3, we denote by If(n, r) the centralizer in & of 6,. Let 
GYGYd;iof > 1 and Y = 1,2,3) be a finite group satisfying the following 
: 
G(n, Y) contains on involution ar,, in the center of a 2-Sylow subgroup of 
G(n, I) such that the central&r C’o~,J~) is isomorphic to l?(n, I). 
In the present paper, we shall prove the following results. 
THEORJIM A. Assume that G(n, Y) has no blip of index 2. Then the 
fotlocpin hold: 
(1) G(H, 1) is isomorphic to 9X,,, OT ‘&,,fl , 
(2) G(n, t) (r = 2 or 3) is isomorphic to Q,,,, except fw the wakes of n 
and Y listed below: 
n r Groups References 
1 2 918, PSU2.7) 
2 1 a,, %II , HOG,*) 
3 1 %r , Fa* I 5&G) 
M. Suzuki 1111 
D. Held [a 
H. Yam&i [14J 
where HoI denotes the holomorph of an elementary abeliun group of order 8. 
The special cases r = 2 and 3 of Theorem A were obtained in the author’s 
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previous paper [7]. So the main purpose of the present paper is to prove 
Theorem A for the case r -1 1. Moreover we can prove a more general result 
for the cases Y = 1 and 2. Put 
THEOREM B. (1) rf Y = 1, we have one of the fobwing cases: 
(i) H(n, 1) has a normal complement of odd order in G(n, l), 
(ii) G(n, 1) E 2L or 2f4n+l , 
(iii) n = 2 and G(2, 1) 2 Hol(Za8), 
(iv) n = 3 and G(3, 1) G @s(2), 
(2) If 7 = 2, we have one of the following cases: 
(i) H(n, 2) has a normal complement of odd order in G(n, 2), 
(ii> G(n, 2) E %, 0~ G4n+l (the~metricgroupofdegree4n0r4n + l), 
(iii) G(n, 2) s ~Ds~~~) (the WkyI pep of t@e &,&, 
(3 G(=, 2) s ‘%n+2 , 
(v) n = 1 and G(l, 2) g PSL(2,7). 
The author has not considered the case Y = 3, though it seema likely that 
results analogous to the case r = 2 hold. For the small values m < 15, 
Theorems A and B were treated by K. A. Fowler, M. Suzuki [lZJ, D. Held 
[.?I, [#j, T. Kondo [9] and H. Yamaki [13], 1141. We note that the proof of 
our theorems is not independent of their works. 
Here we summarize the contents of this note. In Section 1, we give some 
properties of the wreath product of a group of order 2 by the symmetric 
group of degree 2n and the groups related to it, which are important for the 
proof of our theorems. In Section 2, we describe the fundamental properties 
of the groups G(n, P) and H(n, Y). Section 3 consists of supplements to the 
results of [S]. In Sections 4, 5, and 6, we determine the fusion of involutions 
of G(n, 1) (n 2 4) under the assumption that G(n, 1) has no subgroup of 
index 2 (cf. (4.1)). Then we can apply Theorem II of [7] and accomplish 
the proof of Theorem A. Though the fundamental course of the arguments 
in Sections 5 and 6 is similar to that of [8; Sets. 3-41, the discussions are 
somewhat complicated as compared with those of [S]. Finally in Section 7, 
we give the proof of Theorem B which requires somewhat long discussions. 
But we note that the proof of Theorem A is independent of that of Theorem B, 
though obviously Theorem A is a special case of Theorem B for Y = 1 and 2 
(cf. Remark (3.8)). 
This work, together with c&J-[9], was suggested by D. Held [3], fq. 
The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Professor M. Suzuki for 
directing his attention to these papers. Also the author expresses his thanks 
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to K. Harada and H. Yamaki for their constant and helpful comments 
during his works. 
Hx(Y) 
X>Y 
X1J 
lx, Yl 
xwyinX 
x:y+.z 
(... 1 . ..) 
{-*> 
XIY 
WX) 
NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 
the set of subgroups of X which are normalized by Y and are 
of odd order, 
Y is properly contained in X. 
Y-‘V 
x-‘y-lxy 
x is conjugate in X toy 
y” = .z 
a group generated by em* with the conditions .*a. 
a set consisting of elements se-. 
the wreath product of a group X by a permutation group Y 
the smallest normal subgroup of X such that X/O*(X) is a 
2-group 
the largest normal subgroup of X of odd order 
the center of X 
the commutator subgroup of X 
the symmetric group of degree it 
the alternating group of degree tl 
the cyclic group of order 12. 
The other notations are fairly standard. 
Let X be a group isomorphic to Gr . X is generated by I - 1 elements 
x1 , x2 ,..., x1-r subject to the relations: 
Xl2 = x22 = *** x;-1 = (xixi+l)3 = (XjX,J2 
= l(1 < i < I - 2,1 Gj, k < l- 1, I j -k 1 > 1) 
(cf. [5; p. 1371). We call an ordered set of such generators of X a canonical 
set of generators of X. 
1. THE GROUPS 2B(B,,), %JJ(D,,) AND 2B(D2,+1). 
(1 .l) In this section, we shall give some properties of the wreath product 
Z, 1 G,, and the groups related to it, which will be frequently used in the 
present paper. 
Let X, be an elementary abelian group of order 2an and g), be a group 
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isomorphic to Gsn+l with { yI , z, ,..., yS , fn> as a canonical set of generators 
of 9% . Define the action of (Dn on X, as follows: 
x’! =x 22-l 2f ' tr, , XJ = 1 (1 < i < n, j # 2i - 1,2i), 
XV& =L x 
Zf 2iil' pf , XJ = 1 (I <i<n--I, j#2i,2i+I), 
Construct the semi-direct product X,, * 9% and put 
fw&+r) = %I * CD” - 
Further we define two subgroups of !IB(Os,,.+,). Put 
%a* = <Xl% 9 x2.%+ 1***, %-l%J, 
!lL* = (Yl 9 21 ,-.*> %-l ,m>. 
Then ‘I)** normalizes 3, and 3,“. Define the groups !B(Bs,) and qD(Ds,) as 
foJlows:l 
Put 
and 
tk = X2k--1%k (1 6 k d 4, 
(1.2) LEMMA. The representatives of conjaqycy classes of involutions of 
WU ~VU2 Wb+J aye ~fol~s: 
(1) vu: 
YlY2 “‘Y.5*+1 e-S Lt (O<s+t,<n) 
and 
1 In the author’s previous paper [7; $11, 90(&J and ‘$B(D,,,) were denoted by ZB,, 
and 2&* respectively. %B(Bs,), !lB(D,,) and 2B(W,+,) are isomorphic to the Weyl 
group of type Bsn , D,,, and W,,,, , respectively. The notations suggest these. 
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(3) 9Jw,,+J: 
YlY2 *.*j,r*+1 ... 5‘*+t (0 < s + t d n). 
Proof. (1) and (2) were proved in [7; (1.3) and (1 .4)].2 We shall prove (3). 
?IB(B,,) is a subgroup of !SB(D,,+,) of index 2n + 1. Further, if 
O<S++<~-1,wehave 
because [z, , yJ = [z, , t,+J = 1 (I f i < t, 0 < s + t < n - 1) and 
X”” 2n--1 = 6, . From these facts, (3) follows. 
(1.3) LEMMA. Put% = <yl, t, ,ys, & >-.,Yn > S~).I~RE~~(D~“,,,(~), 
R is triwid, namely 52 = (1). 
Proof. 8 is an elementary abelian group of order 22n. We shall prove our 
lemma by induction on ?t. When 11 = 1 and so 2B(D,) z G;4 , our assertion 
can easily be checked. Put 
‘123, = (x2 , x4 ,**a, X.&z-1 , X2& * < y2 ,z2 ,-.a, yn , %>. 
Then 2l$ is isomorphic to (m(D,,,). By induction, we see that Ho,(%,) is 
trivial where ‘& = ?IBr n 55. Further we easily see that 
Gd&> = (Xl 3 x2 , Yl> x 2% 9 
Gd Yl> = cdYl51) = (Yl 9 51) x 2% 
where ?IB = !D(D 2n+r). On the other hand, Brauer-Wielandt’s theorem [12] 
yields 
53 = Cd Yl) CR(&) Cd Y15d 
Since C~YI), CR&,) and CR(YJJ are contained in EI,n#Dr), they are 
trivial as mentioned earlier. Thus we get R = (1). 
* The conjugacy classes of all elements of 2B(B,,) and 2B(D,,), were determined 
by W. Specht [IO]. Our statements are special cases of his results. 
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2. THE GROUPS G(n,r) AND f&r). 
(2.1) Here we recall the definitions of the groups II@, r) defined in 
[7; Sec. 21.3 By definition, li(n, 2) is a finite group with a set of generators 
subject to the relations: 
(1) 0 A7r 1 9 1 h X n 1 S..', 12 , rz n > is an elementary abelian group of order 22n, 
(2) L, = (7r ’ ’ X, al ,..., c:-.~, n,‘) is isomorphic to G,, and the ordered 
set (7rIf, or’,..., ui-r , ~~‘3 is a canonical set of generators of L, , 
(3) A;: = hini ) [Tfj’, Ai] = [7ri’, Xj] = 1 (i # ih 
(4) (Aj7& = Ai+l , [Uj’, Aj+l] = [Uj’, Aprj] = 1 (i # j). 
Then H(n, 2) is isomorphic to 83Q3.J defined in (I .I) by the correspondence 
Then H(n, 1) is a subgroup of H(n, 2) of index 2 and isomorphic to 2B(D,,) 
defined in (1.1). If there is no confusion, we frequently write H = H(n, r). 
(2.2) For T = I, 2, H(R, r) is isomorphic to the centralizer in Qfgn+r of 
an involution 
d, = (1,2)(3,4) *-- (4n -3,4n-2)(4n-1,4n) 
by the following mapping 8% :
976 = (4i-3,4i-2)(4i- 1,4i)+7r6, 
Si = (4i - 3,4i - 1)(4i - 2,4i) --+ 7rTi’, 
Xi = (4i -3,4i-2)(4n+ 1,4n+2)-th,, 
LSi)=(4i-l,4i+1)(4i,4i-/-2)-+1~~’. 
‘In the present paper, H(n, 3) (and also G(n, 3)) wit1 not be used. So we describe 
only the case r = I, 2. 
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We introduce some notations which are used throughout the present paper: 
S is an elementary abelian group of order 22n and M is normal in Hand is an 
elementary abelian group of order 22n-1 or 22n according as Y = 1 or 2. 
P is isomorphic to 6, and {or , u2 ,..., CT,,} is a canonical set of generators 
of P. We have 
NH(S) = J * P D J (cf. [7; Appendix]). 
In our subsequent discussions, 1, S and M play a central role. 
(*I 
(2.3) LEMMA, Suppose that Y  = 1. Any elementary abelian subgroup of 
H(n, 1) of order 22n is conjugate in H(n, 1) to S and S is normul in a 2-Sylow 
subgroup of H(n, 1) containing it. So every 2-Sylow subgroup of H(n, 1) has 
the unique elementary abelian subgroup of order 22”. 
Proof. See [7; Appendix]. 
(2.4) LEMMA. (1) Tk e re p resentatives of ,tke orbits of elements of S - (1) 
under the action of NH(S) are as follows: 
7r,,t (0 < s + t < n) and 7r& if r=I, 
rs.t (0 -=c s + t < 4 zy r=2. 
(2) Every involution of H(n, 1) is conjugute in H(n, 1) to one of S. 
Proof. (1) We have NH(S) = J * P. From this, we easily get our lemma. 
(2) Since H(n, 1) is isomorphic to !IlJ(D,,), our assertion follows from 
(1.2: (2)) (cf. (2.2)). 
(2.5) Let G(n, r) be a finite group with the following properties: 
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G(n, I) contains H(n, r) as a subgroup in such a way that OL, is a central 
involution of a 2-Sylow subgroup of G(n, r) and CC(n,r)(~,) = H(n, r). 
If there is no confusion, we frequently write G = G(n, r) and H = H(n, r). 
(2.6) LEMMA. (1) S is weakly closed in a 2-Sylow subgroup of G with 
respect to G. (2) If two elements of S are conjugate in G, they are conjugate in 
No(S). (3) If D is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G containing S, D normalizes S. (4) 
S is self-centralizing in G. 
Proof. (1) follows from the uniqueness of S if r = 1 (cf. (2.3)) and 
[8; (2.91 if r = 2. (2) and (3) are immediate consequences of (1) (Burnside’s 
arguments!). (4) follows from the fact that S is self-centralizing in H. 
(2.7) LEMMA. (1) M is self-centralizing in G. (2) Suppose that r = 2. 
Then M is weakb closed in a 2-Sylow subgroup of G with respect to G. In 
particular, ;f two elements of M are conjugate in G, they are so in No(M) and, 
zf D is a 2-subgroup of G containing M, D normalizes M. 
Proof. (1) follows from the fact that M is self-centralizing in H. (2) 
follows from [8; (2.511. 
(2.8) LEMMA. Let G = G(n, 1). Assume that No(S) = N,(S). Then we 
have G = H * O(G) and O(G) is abelian. In particular, if G has no subgroup 
of index 2, we have No(S) > NH(S). 
Proof. Let D be a 2-Sylow subgroup of NG(S) = N,(S). Then D is a 
2-Sylow subgroup of G. Suppose that a,,= E D for some x E G. Then there is 
an element y of H such that a? E S by (2.4). From (2.6) we see that the 
assumption No(S) = NH(S) yields a:’ = an and so a,,= = a, . Therefore 
from a theorem of G. Glauberman [I] it follows that G = H * O(G). Since 
a, must act fixed-point-freely on O(G), O(G) is abelian (cf. [2, p. 3361). 
The last statement follows from the fact that H has a subgroup of index 2. 
The proof is complete. 
3. THE RESULTS AND THE SUPPLEMENTS OF [S] 
(3.1) In this section, we collect some properties of G(n, 2) which are used 
in the proof of Theorem A. These are the results and the supplements of [S]. 
Throughout this section, we write G = G(n, 2) and H = H(n, 2). 
(3.2) LEMMA. Assume that N,(S) > N&S). Then there exist n elements 
j3,(1 < s < n) of No(S) with the following properties: 
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(1) ps is of order 3, 
(2) ~,:XII~s,‘~~,~,‘Mld~,,rrt]=~,,rrt’]’[Fl,,~t]=l(S#t). 
Proof. This follows from [8; Th. (4.12)]. Note that, since 
NIfW~IfW s %I aI, 
we must have Case I of 18; (1) of Th. (4.12)]. Further it follows from 
CO(S) = S that /3, is of order 3. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Assume that Nap) > N~(~~. Then there exist n eats 
ys (1 < s < n) of N,(M) with the following properties: 
(1) rSisof order3 
(21 Ys : *, * A* -+ 4~s 
(3) bs , %I .= [rll I b81 = [rs 8 w’l =’ 1 (8 # 4. 
Proof. This follows from Th. (4.12: (2)) of [8& Note that 
NHw)ICHw) = Qzn and C,(M) = M 
(3.4) LEMMA. (1) A ssume N,(M) > N,(M). Then the represmtatives 
of conjugacy classes of inwolutions of N,(M) are T,,~(O < s + t < n). (2) 
Assume Nail) > Nap) and N&S) = NH(S). The ye~yes~tatives of 
conjugacy classes of involutions of G are T,,~(O < s + t < n). 
Proof. We have H(n, 2) = N,(M) s (uo(B,,). The representatives of 
conjugacy classes of N,(M) are 
~J,d(O < s + t d n) and ~,*tUO < s + t < n - 1)s 
as is seen from (1.2: (2)) and (2.1). Since 
by (3,3), every involution of No(M) is conjugate to one of S. If 
N,(S) = NH(S), any two of the v,.~(O < s + t f n) are not conjugate in G 
by (2.4) and (2.6) applied to N&f) in place of G = G(n, 2). This yields (2). 
In order to prove (I), it is sufficient to see that No(S) n No(M) = NH(S) 
by the same reason as above. Obviously we have No(S) n No(M) C No(J) 
and then No(S) n N,(M) = N&J) by [8; (2.4)]. Since No(J) = N&S) by 
[8; (2.4)] and (*) in (2.2), we must have No(S) n N,(M) = NH(S). This 
yields (1). 
(3.5) LEMMA. Assume that N,(M) > N,(M). We nzay assume that y,, 
has the fo&wing additional properties besides (l), (2) and (3) of (3.3): 
$i == y;’ and [Tr~‘yn,q’]=l (1 <t.<n--1). 
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Proof. From the action of yn and rr,’ on AI, we see that yzi = y;‘x 
for some x EM. Since M = CM(m) x (A, , v,) and y;‘x is of order 3, we 
must have x E (A,, w,). This implies that (m,‘, yn , A, , r,J g 6,. There- 
fore we may assume 
I 
y2 = y,-’ (1) 
by interchanging yn by yny for suitable y E (An , ~7,) if necessary. From the 
action of a,‘(1 < s < 71 - 1) and rn’yn on M, we get 
[us’, %‘Ynl = X8 for some x, E M. (2) 
Then we have (~~‘y~p = xsrrn’yn and so [xs , ?r,‘y,] = 1 because x, , 
G’Y, and vn’yn are involutions. Thus we get 
XsEC~(Pn’yn)=(/\jhn,~jI1 <i<n--1) 
and so x2 E CM(m,,‘ynp = (Ai, mi 1 1 < i < n - 1). Since rrlZf N rm’yn in 
N,(M) by (1) and r,‘y, N (xsrn’ynp N ~27%’ in N,(M), we must have 
x2 = 1 or rr, by (3.4) and then x, = 1 or h,,n, . Suppose that x, = h,~, . 
Then we have, by (2), 
O’w. = o ‘A T 8 s nn* 
Since rr,’ N o~~~~ N (~~‘h~rr,J”;~; = nx’h,,nn in N,(M) and (rihnrJYn = 
rr,‘rr, in N,(M), we get rrI’ N ms’rn in N,(M) and so ~~,a .- rr,,, in N,(M), 
which is impossible by (3.4). Thus we have proved [u,‘, rn’y,J = 1 
(1 < s < n - I). 
(3.6) LEMMA. Assume that N,(M) > N,(M). Put u,’ = rn’yn and 
Q = (vl’, ul’ ,..., w,‘, u,‘). Then we have N,(M) = M * Q and N,(M) is 
isomorphic to ?E3(D,,+,). 
Proof. From (3.3) and (3.5) we see that M * Q is isomorphic to 2JJ(D,,+,) 
by the following correspondence 
Xsj-l++ Xj 
x*j f-t hprj 
yj e, 7rj’ 
(1 <iin) 
zj t) Uj’ 
where the elements of the left-hand-side are generators of %B(D,,,,) as in 
(1.1). Since N,(M)/C,(M) g G2n+l by Theorem (4.12: (2)) of [8], we must 
have N,(M) = M *Q. 
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(3.7) LEMMA. Assume thut N,(M) > N&f) and NG(s) = NH(s). If 
C&as) C ZV,(M)(I < s < n), we have G = N,(M). 
Proof. Firstly we shall show that 
(1) O(C&rsJ) is trivial. 
Put K = O(Co(?r,,J). Th en we have K = C&J CK(ns) C&rpr.J by a 
theorem of Brauer-Wielandt [Z2]. By the assumption that C~(OLJ C No(M) 
(1 < s < n), we get K E I&(M)(S). Then our assertion (1) follows from 
(1.3) and (3.6). Secondly we shall show that 
(2) C&.4 c G&%+t) (0 < s + t < n), 
Take a 2-Sylow subgroup D,., of Co(n,,J containing S. Then we have 
No(S) = NH(S) 2 D,,, by (2.6). Since NH(S) D A4, we get iVo(M)3_ D,,, . 
Suppose that & E D,,, for some x E Cc(rr,,J. Then by (3.3) we can find an 
element y of NJ&f) such that cyzt = ag+t . Hence we have 
a:.+.$ = Xi1Xi4 *** 4. ~T$~Ti* * * ' 7cj g (s < iI < ia < -*a -=I i* < n). 
Multiplying both sides of this equation by 1~~,~, we see that the left-hand- 
side is conjugate to rrs,e while, as is easily seen from (3.3), the right-hand-side 
must be conjugate to one of the T~,~(u > 0) if k > 0. This is impossible 
because of (3.4). Thus we obtain K = 0, namely 
5 a*+t = 7rjxTr*s *** 7r’ ~a4.t *
If (jl ,j, ,‘a’, j,,tl f (1, L., s + t), we again get a contradiction to (3.4) by 
multiplying both sides of this equation by v,,~ . Thus we have proved that, 
if aT+t E D,.t for some x E Cc(rr,,,), we must have az+t = cxs+$ . Then our 
assertion (2) follows from (1) and a theorem of G. Glauberman [I]. This 
implies that 
(3) the centralizer in G of every involution of N,(M) is contained in 
N,(M) (cf. (3.3)). 
Finally we shall show G = N,(M). Let D be a 2-Sylow subgroup of NAM). 
Then we have 
(4) N,fD) c ~GWl 
because N,(D) C No(S) = N,(S) cN,(M) by (2.6). Suppose by way of 
contradiction that G > No(N). If G has no involution outside N,(M), we 
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must have G D N,(M) an d so G = No(D) N,(M) by Frattini argument 
which contradicts G > No(M). Hence 
(5) G must have an involution outside N,(M). 
Then (3), (4) and (5) imply that we can apply [2; Chapt. 9, Th. 2.11 to G and 
N,(M), which yields that N,(M) has exactly one class of involutions. This is 
impossible because of (3.3). Thus we have proved that G = N,(M). 
(3.8) Remark. The assumption in (3.7) that &(a,) _C N,(M) (1 < s < n) 
can be dropped (cf. 97). However (3.7) is sufficient to prove Theorem A. 
4. THE FIRST REDUCTION OF THEOREM A. 
(4.1) The main work of the present paper is to prove the following 
result for the group G = G(n, 1). 
THEOREM C. Assume that Na(S) > H&S) and n > 4. Then the following 
hold: 
(i) G has exactly n cmjugacy classes of involutions with the representatives 
al , a2 ,-.., a, , ad 
(ii) there exist n elements Bs(l < s 6 n) of N,(S) such that 
(1) &isoforder3, 
(2) #II : 7r* + 7r8’ -+ Tgr*‘, 
(3) 18, ,rtl = Dz 9 75’1 = 1 (s # 0. 
In this section, we shall show that Theorem C enables us to determine 
the precise structure cf No(S) and Theorem A is a consequence of Theorem 
C. Though the arguments are quite similar to those of [7; 531 (cf. (4.7)), 
for convenience the proof will be given in full detail. Throughout this section 
(except for the last paragraph (4.7)), we write G = G(n, 1) and H = H(n, 1). 
(4.2) LEMMA. We have 
na,t - aa+: in G and 48.0 - %I in G. 
Proof. From (2) and (3) of Theorem C, it follows that 
Similarly we get V& = @‘a***~m-x. The proof is complete. 
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(4.3) LEMMA. 2% &(l < s f n) huve the foZZowing prop&es: 
(4) Ilk , Al = 1 (1 G $9 t < 4, 
(5) IPa 9 a&l = 1 0 # 4 4. 
(6) ps t %I = I. (t # $9 s + 1). 
Proof. From the action of the fist1 < s < n) on S, we see that Is, , /3J E 
Co(S) = S, namely @ = j?$ for some x E S. Hence flp is of order 3 and so 
x E (7~~ ,7pb)) because S = C,#,) x (ps, VT:), Since &lB;“s, = xj?;l and 
then xj3;’ is of order 3, we get x E (?T~ , mi). Therefore we obtain 
XE(1T,,7r8’)n(3r~,R~‘) = 1 (3 f t) 
and so Is, , /3J = 1. This proves (4). From the action of ,9, , A& and u, on S 
it follows that I;s, , A&] = x and [Is,, q] = y for some x, y E (rTg, ?rs’) in 
the same way as above. Then we have (&A,$ = x&Ax, and o$ = yq . This 
yields that ‘or - AA - x&Ah, - xrr, in G and 
aa - 7rl’7r2’ - at - yut - YsT,‘~I;+~ 
in G. (Note that, if s # t, u and x, y E (1~~ ,7~,‘), we have x&A,, - xnt in H 
and m - ~+;+a in H.) If x f 1, we would have ar, - “a by (2) and (3), 
which is impossible by (1) of Theorem C. Similarly “‘y # 1” is impossible. 
Thus we get x = 1 and y = 1. This completes the proof of (4.3). 
(4.4) LEMMA. We may assume that the /3,(1 < s < n) have the following 
properties besides (l), (2) and (3) of Th. C: 
Proof. From the action of fir and A$, on S, it follows that Iq;\lh* = /3;‘x 
for some x CT- S. Then is;% is of order 3 and so x E (7~ , ~11) by (2) and (3). 
This implies that (&A, , & , n r , rr’> is isomorphic to G*. So we may assume 
by interchanging Is, by &y for suitable y E (nr , wr’) if necessary. Put 
We shall show that the 8, (1 < s < n) have the properties (l), (2), (3), (7), 
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and (8). Trivially the p8’ have the properties (1). Since /3r: n, -+ n,’ -+ TQV~‘, 
$8 = rrs and ~?a = rr:, we have ps’: 7rs -+ rr8 --f 7rg7rs’. Since 
nfY1 
i 
rt if t>s 
= ~~4.‘.Wl = Ts if t=s-1 
mt+l if t<s--I, 
we have p,‘, 7rt] = @p, rr J = [Is, , v~;~]+‘~ = 1 if s # I. Similarly we have 
v,‘, ?~t)] = 1 ifs # t. Thus the j3,’ (1 < s d n) have the properties (l), (2) 
and (3), and then (4) N (6) by (4.3). By definition, it is obvious that 
S? = K,l * This proves (8). Now it remains to show that 
lgy = g-1 (s # 1). 
Since /~?:a”: = /II’ (t > 2) by (5), we have, by (9), 
wt - p, - )gp*A*At = &-’ (t > 2). 
Using the fact that 
(AJ,)“;f = 
1 
$1 
if t>s 
if t==s-1 
&Ll if t<s-1, 
we get 
/ph. = pi-l if t > s 
fA.Al - B, - 
I 
@A@, = pi-1 if t = s - 1 
#fhlht+l’r = F;l if t ( s - 1, 
This proves (7). The proof of (4.4) is compIete. 
(4.5) LEMMA. N,(s) is generated by NH(s) and the /?, (1 < s < ?r). 
N,(S) is isomorphic to Nnr,n,,(s) by the following mapping t&‘: 
where s = (ii, , ii,T’ j 1 < s < n> and the elements of the right-hand-side are 
dejned in (2.2) except for the flS . 
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proof. Put N = (N,(S), /3* 1 1 < s < n). By (2), (3),..., (8), the 
structure of N is completely determined and [N : NH(S)] = 3”. On the other 
hand, there are 3” elements of S conjugate in G to cu, by (2) and (3). Then 
(2.4) yields [No(S) : N&S)] = 3”. Hence we get N = No(S). The proof is 
complete. 
(4.6) Now we are in a position to apply [7; Th. II]. Let 6, be the iso- 
morphism between CJa,) and C9[,,+1 (a,) defined in (2.2). Then it is obvious 
that the restrictions of 6% and 0,’ to NH(S) coincide. Thus we get a mapping 
f? from the set-theoretic union N,(S) u Co(a,) onto N:,,,,(S) u C&J 
which satisfies the condition [7, Th. II]. Therefore G IS i~morphic to 
%, or %1a+l . 
Thus, in view of (2.8) and [7; Th. I], we have shown that Theorem A 
follows from Theorem C. So hereafter our purpose is to prove Theorem C. 
(4.7) Remark. Let G = G(n, 2) and N = H(n, 2). By arguments 
similar to (4.3) N (4.5) (cf. 17; p]), (3.2) yields the following results. 
LEMMA. Assume that N,(S) > NH(S). Then NG(S) is generated by N,(S) 
and the fi, (1 < s < n). Without loss of generality, we may assume that N,(S) 
is isomorphic to Npr,,,,($) by the following mapping: 
n, + ?I-, 
?rg’ --b 72,’ 
p8 --, p, = (4s - 3, 4s - 2, 4s - 1) 
As --+ fL 
fft -+ ii, . 
5. THE SECOND REDUCTION OF THEOREM A. 
(5.1) The purpose of this section is to prove Lemma (5.13) which says 
that, if n 2 4 and I(=,‘) > 0,4 Theorem C is true. Throughout this section, 
it is n > 3, G = G(n, 1) and H = H(n, 1). We begin with some properties 
of J, which are very important for the proof of Theorem C. Recall that 
J = S(h,h,+, j 1 < s < n - 1). 
(5.2) LEMMA. Z(J) = f’ = (nl , rz ,..., n7Js 
Proof. This can be easily checked. 
4 For this notation, see (5.9). 
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(5.3) LEMMA. Every element of Aut(J), the automorphism group of J, 
induces a permutation on the set (7~ , ?r, ,..., TT,,}. 
Proof. Put X = {y E S [[J : C,(y)] = 2}. From the structure of _I, 
we see 
X={7r,lxlxEZ(J), 1 <s<n}.S 
Take ‘p E Aut(]). Then for each s (1 < s < n), we have dr.1) E X and so put 
vP(rdl) = 4ws 6% E Z(J)). 
Then q~(7r~‘~J and q@k,+r) must be of the form 
6~s (~8 EZ(JN and &(dXu% (2, E JP t(s) z u) 
respectively as is easily seen from the structure of J. Since mpr*+l = n,‘~, , 
we have 7r&Iy, = dri7r8,) = ?I&~(+z, and so yI = BOX,. Thus we get 
P)hJ = P(Ts * rT.‘frJ = “I(s&rr;(dY, = it * 
The proof is complete. 
(5.4) LEMMA. N&J) = N,(S). 
Proof. We have No(J) C N,(S) by the uniqueness of S (cf. (2.3)). Since 
No(J) normalizes Z(J) = (rl, 7r8 ,..., mm>, we get [No(J), LX,,] = 1 because 
every element of No(J) induces a permutation on the set {rr , ws ,..., rr,J by 
(5.3). Hence we have N,(J) C NH(S). On the other hand, we know that 
NG( J) 2 N,(S) by (*) of (2.2). Hence we get No(J) = H&S). 
(5.5) Put 
!Jl = N,(S)/S and 91s = N,(S)/S. 
If n is even, % is isomorphic to ?B(D,) by the following correspondence: 
Y i * %I-1 
( 
1 -<i<; ) 
where the elements of the left-hand-side are the ones introduced in (1.1) 
6 This is false if n = 2. 
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for the generators of WD,,). If n is odd, %s is isomorphic to lia(D,) by the 
following correspondence: 
Put 
Ps.t = =l% **- %-1&+1~*+*) --* (ha(W)-As+t)) (0 < s + t < 42) 
and 
Pn = =1=ti - - * Qn-l(LlhJ 
Then by (1.2) we see that the representatives of conjugacy classes of 
involutions of 5Rs are 
P&t ( 0 -c s + t < f) and hifniseven, 
/ss,t ( 0 < s + t < 9) if n is odd. 
For a subset X of a, X denotes the image of X by the canonical homo- 
morphism from N&S) onto W. 
(5.6) LEMMA. (l)IfxczN=(S)- Janda-~in9l,wehaue~~~~ 
z%%.(2) Let’Vbeafourgroupof9l,,.If v-(h,r\,,A~)inR,wehaueV~~. 
proof. (1) We can find an element x of No(S) such that (x, S) = 
<V, , V. By (5.Q we may assume that 
x = tk or pn. 
Firstly suppose that x = pl,t . Since x E N,(S) - J, we have s 2 1. If 
s > 1, we easily see that the orders of the commutator subgroups of (x, S) 
and (A& , S) are not the same. Hence we have s = 1. Then if t > 0, the 
orders of the center of both groups are not the same. Thus we get x = q . 
Secondly suppose that x = p,, (n = even). Noting n > 3, we easily see that 
(p,, , S) and (A&, S) are not isomorphic. This proves (1). (2) Since 
&b-&h-X1)(9~N&Qb~U) we may assume Cs, E V. Put V = (Cl , 3). 
Then we have x N && N C1 in 92 and we may assume z # 1 because, if 
z E J, we have zC~ 4 f. Since V is conjugate to (Ax, &) in 92, we may -- 
assume f = &A, or 0;. In any cases, S(q) x) and S&X,, A& are not 
isomorphic. This completes the proof of (2). 
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(5.7) LEMMA. J is weakly closed ia a 2-Sylow subgroup of C with respect 
to G. 
Proof. Let D be a 2-Sylow subgroup of N,(S) = No(J). D is a 
2-Sylow subgroup of G. Suppose that J” _C D for some x E D. By (2.3) we - - 
have x E No(S). Applying (5.6; (2)) to the groups (Xg,,, , h,+,h,,)’ 
(1 < s < n - 2), we see that they are contained in s. Since they generate 1, 
we get J” _C j and so p = J. The proof is complete. 
(5.8) LEMMA. No two different elements of a1 , (Ye ,..., an are conjugate in G. 
Proof. From (5.7) it follows that, if two elements of al, us ,..., or, are 
conjugate in G, they are .conjugate in No(J), Then our lemma follows from 
(5.3). 
(5.9) As in [S], it is convenient to introduce the following definition. 
If an involution x of G is conjugate to one of Z(J), we say that x is of pxitiwe 
length and write I(x) > 0. So if l(x) > 0, x is conjugate to one of cyi , LYE ,..., 01, . 
If x N 01~ in G, we say that x is of length s and write Z(x) = s. Note that, in 
Z(J), there are exactly n elements 7~ , rrs ,..., n;, of length 1 and exactly one 
element o, of length n. 
In the subsequent paragraphs (5.9)-(5.13), we shall assume 
- 
%?ch,h, in W when n = 3. (?a 
Later in Section 6, we shall show that we always have & +h,h, in % if 
n 3 4,6 but in this section we don’t use this fact. 
Assume that rrl,, (t 2 0) is of positive length. Put 
Denote by Pt a 2-Sylow subgroup of C&n,,,) with V, c Pt . Since Z(n& > 0, 
Pt has a subgroup J(PJ which is conjugate to J. Then we shall show that 
-- -- 
Firstly suppose that n >, 4. Put x, = <hJ8+r , h,.&,+s) (1 < s < n - 2). 
v8 is generated by X8 (2 < s < n - 2). From the structure of NH(S) we see 
that z8 = (A&&, &&)~= for some yJ E N&S). On the other hand, we have 
Ja = J(PJ for some x E No(S) because (J, J(P& D 5’. Then by (5.6; (2)) 
we get (x,h, , X&>‘s-1 _C J and so X, C J@ = J(P& This yields that 
V, C J(P$). Secondly suppose that n = 3. We have J” = f(PJ for some 
x E N,(S), V, = SiA,/\,) and (h&J’ = hs& for some y E N&S’). Then by 
(5.6; (2)) and the assumption (#), we get (Ai,Q’*-’ E / and so V$ C J(P*). 
* If  n = 3, this does not necessarily hoId. In fact, H. Yamaki [14] proved that, if 
bl - A,h, in %, G(3, I) is isomorphic to S&(Z). 
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Put 
Then we have 
Uf = CJ, JPfb 
(1) Z(~(Pf)) = <%f , *s 1-‘** lr,>> 
(2) .qUf) = <=a 9 =s ,a+*, %z>, 
(3) Ut normalizes every subgroup of J n J(pt) which contains 
Ml), %t>* 
In fact, (1) follows from the fact that Z(JJ’J) 3 J(P,)’ 1 V,l and 
Z(~(Pf)) 3 ni,f - (2) f 11 0 ows from Z(U,) = Z(J) n Z(J(p&. (3) follows 
from the fact that Z(Y,) 52 (f’, f(PJ’>. 
(5.10) LEMMA. (1) &‘) = 1 => I(rr& = t + 1. 
(2) z(7rl,,-l) = It a E(?r,‘) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose that E(v~‘) = 1. Then we can construct PO as in (5.9) and 
then have Z(~(~s)) = {xX’, rr, ,..., g*> by (5.9; (2)). Since (vi, +rs ,..., mm) is 
.the totality of elements of Z(J(P,)) of length 1, we must have 
Z(n,,,) = l(7T,‘7rs *** 7rf) = t + 1. 
If x is an element of Z(J(Pn-i)) of length 1 other than the n, (2 < s < n), 
we must have nl,+r = xrr, **a n,, and so rri’ = X. Thus we get I(=,‘) = 1. 
(5.11) LEMMA. Without loss ofgenedty, we my assume njl + ru, in G. 
(So we shall assume this throughout the rest of the pm& sect&m,) 
Proof. By (X10), 01, , x1’ and 7r1,,-, do not lie in the same conjugate class 
of G. On the other hand, H(n, 1) has an automorphism T such that 
T(W,‘) = “$‘a, (1 B i G a), 
T(Uj’) = Dj’ol, (1 <jG,:--I), 
I is the identity on M. 
Therefore, after interchanging the ri (1 < i E$ n) and the u/ (1 <:j < n - 1) 
by the 7ri’q and the uj’q, respectively if necessary, we may assume nl’ + [Y, 
in G. (Note that x1’% m q,,-, in NH(S)). 
(5.12) LEMMA. (1) f(?~~‘) > 0 =S Z(=,‘) = 1. 
f2) h,-I) I=- 0 * h,,-1) = 7l* 
(3) I(7tl,t)=n=-t=n-l. 
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Proof. (1) By (5.9; (1)) we have Z(/(P,)) = (vi’, x, ,..., rr,) and 
Z(ml’) < n by (5.11). A ssume by way of contradiction that l(ml’) = K + 1 3 2. 
If {x, 7ra ,..., z~} is the set of elements of Z(~(P~)) of length 1, we have 
"1 ' = x7ri;"i z ..‘Tr$ (2 < il < i2 < *** < ik < n). Put 
I = (2, 3 ,..., n> - {il , i3 ,..., ip@}. 
f is non-empty because Z(q’) < it, and y = nl’ nnGr nb must be of length n. 
Since y -yq,7rir in N,(S) for any h ~1, Z(J(P,)) have at least two elements 
of length 11, which is impossible. Thus we get l(r~‘) = 1. 
(2) We have Z(J(PnJ) = (rrl,,-r , 7rz ,..., r,,) by (5.9; (I)). Assume 
that Z(ni,,,) < rr. Then we have 
7Qnq = X$7$ 1 ‘** 7ri ~ (1 QK+l <n and 2,<i,,<-.*<i,<n) 
where x is an element of Z(&‘l,S.,n-I)) of length 1 other than the 7r8 (2 < s < n). 
If I is defined as above, y = q, n,,, ?r, is of length II and yq,7rir is also 
of length tl, which is impossible. 
(3) It is Z(J(P,)) = (qt , rra ,..., v,). Suppose t < ?r - 1. Then we 
would have at least two eIements rrl,t and =r,l,drrl,~fi of length ti which is 
impossible. 
(5.13) LEMMA. Assume that E(q’) > 0. Then there exist n eZements 
/3b (1 Q s < rr) of N‘.(S) such that 
(1) ,8, is of order 3, 
(2) /3# : 7r* --)r QT; + sT*7r,’ 
(3) r/J* I?Ql = Isa > 9’1 = 1 (s # 6 
Namely, under the asumption &rl’) > 0 (and the additiona conditiw (#) 
when n = 3) Theorem C is true. 
Proof. Let V,, , PO and Us be the groups constructed for the element 
9 
I- - rrr,eas in (5.9). For simplicity we write V = V, , P = P0 and U = Us . 
By (5.9) we know that 
(4) Z(U) = (rr, t =3 ,.“f %a>, 
(9 w> = <Tip -wb 
From(5.12;(1))and(5.10) we see that the totality of elements of Z( V) - Z(U) 
of length 1 are 
Hence we have U D {vl ,7r1’> because U D V and so U D Z(V). Further, 
since Z(j) = (q , n, ,..., w,J and 2(](P)) = (ST*‘, rrs ,..., v~> are conjugate 
in U, by using (4) we get rr,’ - rrr in U and then wr - rr,’ - xx=,’ in U 
because rr,’ - xz’rrx in J. This yields that U/Cvf{nl , q’)) s B, . Hence 
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we can find an element ~9 of U such that ~3 : 7r1 -+ n,’ + ?r,‘n, . We may 
assume that fi is of odd order. By (5.9; (3)), U normal&es Z(V) and (Z(V), Q’) 
for every K (2 < k < n). In particular, ~9 normalizes (Z(V), Q’) and Z(V). 
Since j3 is of odd order, /3 centralizes an element of (Z(V), Q’) - Z(V). 
Then from the fact that lj9, (rx, =a ,..., rfiRn)] = 1 and p : n1 + =i + rl~r’, 
it follows that /3 must centralize one of rrn’, ~‘lrr , rrdrr’ and ~‘n,‘rr, . 
Suppose that p, ~‘mr’q] = 1. Then we have 7rt’rrr’7r1 = (~‘q’q)8’ = 7rry ‘P 
and so 7~2’ 
rr,’ 
= q’q N as by (5.10), which is impossible because I&‘) = 
Z(rr,‘) = 1 by (5.12; (1)). Secondly suppose that p, r;rr’] = 1. Then we 
have ~‘ri’ = (7~‘rr’)B = ~‘n,‘rr, and so 7rLB = ~‘7ri , which is impossible 
as above. Thus we get 
p,z~k)]=l or v, ?rK’7rJ = 1. 
If @,?r,‘] = 1, we have mr’7ra’ N (nb’rrl’)B’ = mm’nl N a, in G. If 
18, %‘~I] = 1, we have rrl’wa’ - (Q’?rl’)B = (7r~‘Tr,lr,‘lr,)6 = Wb’7rl * 7r1 = 
?Tkl - “1. Thus we have p, Q’] = 1 or v, ~i71;J = 1 according as 
Z(rr,‘ra’) = 2 or Z(r,‘lr,‘) = 1. This implies that, if Z(~~‘?rs’) = 2, we have 
v,rri] = lforanyZ(2 <I < n)andifZ(rr,‘lr,‘) = l,wehave@,r,‘rJ = 1 
‘for airy Z (2 < Z < n). We shall show that the second case @, q’~rj = 1 
(2 < Z < n) is impossible. Put pa = $1. Then we easily see that 
B * : 7ra + 7r,’ --b ?r*‘7rs , 
[Is, 9 %I = Gs, 9 mk’n2l = 1 (k # 2). 
Put y = /V/?&s . From the action of y on S we get 
7rlY = 7r6’7r1’7rl , 
?rzy = ~1’“8’% , 
7TLY = 7rk (k >, 3). 
From these we see y E N&S) and so IQ N IT~‘~C~VT~ in Na(S). But thii is 
impossible because V, 71, 7r1’wz’n, in N&S). Thus we have proved that 
[fi, ~~‘1 = 1 for any k (2 < k < n). Finally put 
a =B and /?* = p*..“a-l (2 < s < a), 
Then it is easily checked that the )6* (1 < s < n) have the properties (2) and 
(3). Further it follows from the fact that Co(S) = S and j?, is of odd order 
that 8, is of order 3. This completes the proof of our lemma. 
(5.14) For later use, we make some remarks on the fusion of involutions 
of G = G(2, 1) or G(3, l), which are part of the results obtained by D. Held 
[3] and H. Yamaki [Z3]. 
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LEMMA H. G = G(2, 1). Assume that 01~ + a1 and 01~ + rl’ in G.7 
If N,(S) > NH(S), there exists an element y of N,(S) such that 
Or 
Y: "2 --t 7r~'?r~'7Q -+ 7rl'az'?rl * 
Proof. We have ADDS) = S<h X 1 2 , ul> which is a 2-Sy~ow-subgroup of G. 
The representatives and the cardinality of the orbit of elements of S - (1) 
under the action of NH(S) on S are given in the following table: 
-- - 
Let !II and !BO be as in (5.5). Then !I&, = <hIAs , ul> is a 2-$10~ subgroup 
of $2. We claim that W has a normal 2-complement. Otherwise there is an -- 
element x of N&S) - N,(S) such that x normalizes <A& , ul>. Then x 
normaliies D = NH(S). Since Z(D) = (+>, we get [x, a21 = 1 and so 
x E NH(S) which is impossible. Thus 111 has a normal 2-complement. This 
implies that j % / = 4 = 3” (0 < a < 2) by the structure of GL(4,2) because 
9I can be regarded as a subgroup of Gf;(4,2) z A, . Suppose that 1~s + rI’rrZ’ 
and 01% + rI’ns’ns . Then we must have [No.(S) : NH(S)] = 5 as is easily 
seen from the assumption of our lemma, the above table and (2.6). This is 
impossible because 1 5R 1 = 4 ’ 3a. Thus we have 0~~ N rI’~a or 0~s N 7~r’xs’~~ 
in G. Suppose that CY~ N rr,‘rrs’. We have X = CD(rrr’rz’) = S(aJ and 
X’ = Z(X) = (rr17rB, q’ms‘). Denote by D, a 2-Sylow subgroup of 
Cn(nI’~s’) with XC Dz . Then we have D, D X because EDI : XJ = 2. Put 
N = (D, Dl}. Then we have N D S, Z(X) and ~~C~~Z(X)) s 6s because 
D D Z(X), Dl D Z(X) and as N rrr’?~i N nlf~.a‘zs in N. Therefore there 
exists an element y of N 2 N,(S) such that y : cy4. + ~~‘a-%~ + rr,‘n,‘g . 
Quite similarly, if as N rr,‘ns’~s , we can find an element y E N,(S) such that 
y : ty2 -+ rr’rrlrr2 + ~~‘rri~~ . The proof is complete. 
LEMMA Y. Let G = G(3, 1). Assume that a3 + rl’ and a1 + r1’r2’. If 
N,(S) > NH(S), there exists an element y of N&S) such that 
y : “1 ---t 7rl’ -+ ?rp~ and [Y, d = [Y, ~~‘1 = 1 (t = 2, 3). 
--- 
7 If tz > 4, this condition can be assumed by (5.8) and (X11), but we can prove 
that, even if n = 2 or 3, we may assume this condition without loss of generality. 
I-Iowever, we shall not use this fact. 
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Proof. Firstly we shall show that 6 + x,h, in %. Assume by way of 
contradiction that 0 r -&ha in fl, namely (S(ur))z = S(A,&) for some 
x E No(S). Then we get 
Z(S(q))z = Z(S(hJ,)) i.e. 
Since x 4 NH(S) an d ~~rnsr + nrl in G by (5.8), we get (7r1’ns’)2 = 9 or ms 
which is impossible on account of the assumption of our lemma. Thus we 
have < + h,hz in 92. Then in view of (5.13), it is sufficient to see that 
I(nr’) > 0. We note that % > 02(R) because 0, + h,h, in %. Assume that -- 
C&Q,) C ‘!I&, . Put, !& = 02(W). Then (h$s , &) is a 2-Sylow subgroup -- - - 
of 8, andA has one class of involutions becausero, : I\J, + X,h, + &&. . 
Since C&J,) _C ‘iI&, , we have Cs&h,) = (h,h, , h&X,) and so W, s ‘Bz, or ?I,. 
Since 8 > !I&, by the assumption of our lemma, we get !I& z a6 and so 
[No(S) : NH(S)] = 5. On the other hand, we easily see that the representa- 
tives and the cardinality of the orbits of elements in S - (1) under the 
aEtion of N,(S) on S are as follows: 
3 6 3 12 12 1 6 12 4 4 
From this table and [No(S) : NH(S)] = 5, it follows that “3 - 7r1’7rs’n3’ or 
~i’7rs’rrs’rrs in N,(S). I f  05 - 7~r’rrs’rs’ in N,(S), we can find an element x of 
order 5 such that x acts cyclically on the set 
Denote by X the group generated by this set. Then we have 
x = <a5’, Tl , rz 9 r3) where 9’ = ~~‘~21~s’. Since 1 X 1 = 24, x acts fixed- 
point-freely on X. This forces ni - rrrrrs in G because x1 - rrs - rrs , 
rims - rrsra - rlra , (us’ - as’r1r2 - as’rrrra - ~~~,rr, - 05 and 
in N,(S). This is impossible. Similarly ‘&a - ‘~s’rrs in G” is impossible. 
Thus we have proved that C&@J g 9&, . Take an element p of C&Q,) - W, . 
Then we have ~lsy = (~y3~1~1 and so 05’ E Cs(h,X,) = (7ri , ms ,rs , rs’). Since 
refill, we must have as” = qrs’ or qrs~s’, which yields Z(ri’) > 0 by 
(5.10; (2)). The proof of Lemma Y is complete. 
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6. THEPROOFOF THEOREM C 
(6.1) In this section, we shall finish the proof of Theorem C by proving 
that, if No(S) > N,(S), we have Z(q’) > 0 (cf. (5.13)). As was seen in 
Section 4, this accomplishes the proof of Theorem A. Throughout this 
section, it is n > 4, G = G(n, 1) and H = H(n, 1). Let % and ‘il&, be as in 
(5.5) and put 
I 
Gw8u **- GLM if n = even 
Pn = w&&) **- @n-d\n-1) if n = odd. 
(6.2) LEMMA. (1) p,, is a central involution of a 2-Sylow subgroup of !ll 
and 5Jl,, . (2) I f  n is even, eire have C&i,) = 9l,, . (3) If n is odd, we have 
Z(q’) > 0 or C&i,) iZ %,, . In the latter case, we hawe C&Q g H((n - 1)/2,2). 
Proof. (1) If n is even, we have Cs&Q = ‘9&, and if n is odd, we have 
[!I&, : Cr,&&)] = n. These yield our assertion. (2) Suppose that j&, = i@ 
fory E N‘(S). Then we have anv = (Y? and so a,~ E C&J = (9, rrs ,..., ?r,). 
(5.8) yields (U,Y = a,, , namely y E N&S). (3) Suppose that l(~r’) = 0. If 
jinji = j& for some y EN,(S), we get anY E C&J = Z(J) x (9rn’). If 
a,# E Z(j) x (r-‘) - Z(j), we must have a,” = a,x,’ or a,r,p,,’ by 
(5.12; (3)). Th en f rom (5.10) it follows that Qrr’) = 1 which is a contradiction. 
Thus we have anV = a,, , i.e. y E NH(S). The proof is complete. 
(6.3) LEMMA. G+qzin!R 
Roof. From (6.2) we see that, if n is even or n is odd and C&&J _C &, , 
the.group ‘8 can play the role of G(n/2, 1) or G(n - l/2,2) according as n 
is even or odd. Then er and x,h, correspond to rrr’ and rrr , respectively 
(cf. (5.5)). So we can apply the lemmas of Section 5 to 9k 
Assume by way of contradiction that 
Case (i): n = even. Firstly suppose that n = 4. Since X,X, and X1&,&, 
regarded as linear transformations on the vector space S, are not conjugate, -- 
we have && + hlhz ha& in W. For the same reason we have hJ& + < in !R. 
This, together with (b), enables us to apply Lemma H in (5.14) to W. Thus 
we can find an element y of No(S) such that 
or 
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If we have the former case, we get u,V = aF* and OQ = uF+Q. Hence we 
have a* = a:@ which yields u&* E C&J = (7~ , q, , rrs , nh} and so (xpy = q. 
This is impossible because y 9 N,(S). In the same way, the latter case is 
impossible. Thus the condition (b) leads to a contradiction when n = 4. 
Secondly suppose that n > 6. Noting that, when tl = 6, we have && + ox 
in 9I because X,X, and ulus , regarded as linear transformations on S, are not 
conjugate, it follows from (5.13) and Lemma Y in (5.14) that there exists an 
element y E: No(S) such that 
-- 
y :iT&-G1+01AlA2 
-- 
and [Y, ~2&bd = 1 (i 2 2). 
Then we get aIIV = uZ~ and so a,* = C&J = (ma, rr, ,..., wJ. Hence 
we obtain o;ly = a;, which is impossible because y 6 N&S). Thus we have 
proved our lemma for the case tl even. 
Case (ii); n odd. By (6.2) we know that C&Z,,) G 9&, or Z(W~‘) > 0. 
Jf I&‘) > 0 and so No(S) > NH(S), by (4.5) and (5.13) the structure 
of No(S) is completely determined and so L, +x,h, in 92 because 
Km - @W&9) 3 u, and ~(~o(~)) 3 A&. Suppose that C&Q G %,, . 
Then it follows from (3.2) that there exists an element y of No(S) such that 
= 1 (2<i< 
A- l 
-* 
2 ) 
Then we get a,,* E C&,J = Z(j) x (w,‘} and so a,v = SW*’ or a,,~,lr,‘, 
which yields I(q’) = 1 by (5.12; (3)) and (5.10). This is impossible as above. 
The proof is complete. 
(6.4) Here we introduce some notations. Put 
n = {?r,,t 1 1 < s < n - 2}, 
27,=(~,,,~17[t=O or s+t=n). 
Assume that Z(V,,) > 0 where we,* ~fl. Put 
vb.t = C,(lf*,t)* 
Denote by P,,t a 2-Sylow subgroup of Co(w,,,) with V,,, C P,,, . Since 
I@,,,) > 0, PsBt contains a subgroup ](Ps,,) which is conjugate to J. Then 
we see, as in (5.9), 
v*,t z JPd 
(Note that we must use (6.3) when s = n - 2.) Furthermore we define 
u&t = (I% P&t))- 
Then the following hold: 
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(1) -w(P,*tN 1 (~3.t > *s+1 9 ns+z ,a.*, in>, 
(2) .qV,,t) = <ml, ml'> x '.. x <n, , n,'> x (rs+l. ,-**, rn), 
(3) U normalizes every subgroup of J n /(P8,,) which contains 
-ws,t). 
In fact, (1) follows from the fact that Z(](P,,,)) = J(PJ’> Vb,t and 
Z(J(P,,,)) 3 7r8,t . (2) follows immediately from the definition of V,,, . (3) 
follows from the fact that Z( V,,,) 2 (J’, J(PS,J’). 
(6.5) LEMMA. Assume that 173 rrs,t and I(T,,,) = n. Thin we have 
n&t Eal. 
Proof. We know by (6.4; (1)) that Z(~(P,,,))3 (rs,t, ra+l ,..., r,). 
Assume by way of contradiction that t 3 1 and s + t < n. Then since 
rs t - ~s,t~s+t~n in NH(S), W(P,,t)) would have at least two elements of 
length n, which is impossible. Thus if I(P,,~) = n for v,,~ ~17, we must have 
m&t EQl * 
(6.6) LEMMA. If an element of l7, other than OL, is of length n, we have 
Z(Tl’) > 0. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that Z(rrl’) = 0. Then we shall 
show that any element of J7s other than CI~~ is not of length n, namely nQ,s + an 
in G and 7r8,n-s + (Y, in G if 1 < s < n - 2. We shall prove this by induction 
on s. By (5.11), we know that 01, + rr’. Further we have (Y, + rrsn-r by 
(5.10) and the fact that Z(?T~‘) = 0. This implies that our assertion is true for 
s = 1. Suppose by the inductive hypothesis that, if 1 < s’ < s, we have 
~s*.n-s* 7L an and =c,~ + (Y, in G. Firstly we shall show that r8,R--8 + (Y, 
in G. Suppose by way of contradiction that rrp,n-g N (Y, in G. Then we get 
7rs o - cdg since 
-wP%n-8)) 2 (~s,n--s > "Sfl >**.> nTt> and T,,~ = ~s,l,--s~sil **a T, . 
From the inductive hypothesis and (6.5) it follows that the totality of elements 
of Z(V,,,) of length n is as follows: 
ffn and ~5-,n-,P 
where x ranges over all elements of (7rr , ~a ,..., r,). Denote by X the group 
generated by them. Then we have 
x = (7rl ,7r2 )...) Trs ) Try+ps+2 0.. 77, , 7rl’7r2’ -*. Tr,‘) 
and U,,, D X because LIP,t D Z(V,,,) by (6.4; (3)). We easily see that the 
totality of elements of X of length 1 is 
=1 , 772 ,...> r3 * 
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Hence we get U,,, D (mr , TQ ,..., a,) and so [U,,, , n,r2 --- XJ = 1 by (5.8). 
This yields [U,,, , at,,] = 1 because Z( U,,,) 3 7rs+l , rrs+2 ,,.., n, . Thus 
u, E Z(J(P.J) which is impossible because 1(h) = I(x,,+,) = n and 
own 9 =a,+-s E W(Ps,& Th us we have proved that rrs.++ .+ ec,, in G. Secondly 
*we shal1 show that x s.. + a~, in G. Suppose by way of ~n~adi~ion that 
~a.0 - or, in G. Then we have I(rr,,,-,) = s. From the inductive hypothesis 
and (6.5) it follows that the totality of elements of Z(Y,,,) of length n is as 
follows: 
%a and *s,dc 
where x ranges over all elements of (q , -2 ,..., x9). Denote by Y the group 
generated by them. Then the totality of elements of Y of length 1 is 
In the same way as above, we get ay, E Z(/(P,,J). This is impossible because 
4-d = @s.o) = 7~ and a, , w,,~ E Z(J(Ps,a)). This completes the proof of 
our lemma. 
, (6.7) LEMMA. If n is men, we have ‘ill = !I&-, * O(%). 
Roof. Put 
-- 
We note that ‘$2 and B can play the role of G(n/2, 1) and an elementary 
abelian group “S” of G(n/2, 1) respectively. (cf. (5.5) and (6.2)). Now we 
shall show that Nn( 6) = NnO( 6) by using Th. C as the inductive hypothesis. 
Firstly suppose that n = 4. Xf N&G) > N,,(G), we can apply Lemma H 
in (5.14) to !X and G which yield the existence of an element jr of flz such - -- -- -- 
that y : Xrh, X& -+ a& + i1&c& hsx, or y : h,h, h,,h, + ozus Xrh, -+ orus &A,. 
Then in the same way as in (6.3), we get a contradiction. Secondly suppose 
that n = 6. If N,(Q) > NnO(C), we can apply Lemma Y in (5.14) to 9I 
and G. Again in the same way as in (6.3), we get a contradiction. Finally 
suppose PI > 8. If N,(G) > N%*(C), by induction we can apply Th. C to % 
and B, which yields the existence of an element jr of 91 such that -- -- 
y : h,x, + gr -+ u&J2 and [y, Xz;&2i] = 1. Then we get a,” = en and so 
cy,y E C&J = Z(j). This yields o~,,Y = CX~ which is impossible because 
y $ NH(S). Thus we have proved that N,(G) = N,O(Q Then (2.8) yields 
that R = ‘!R,, - O(%). The proof is complete. 
(6.8) LEMMA. rf iV&S) > NH(S), we hmve l(r,‘) > 0. 
Roof. Case (i): n even. We know by (6.7) that W = 92s * O(s). Since 
No(S) P- NH(S), we must have O(s) > 1. By considering the action of the 
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four-group (h,&,-l , h,&,) on O(8), we can find a nonidentity element i i
7 of O(%) such that p centralizes one of A,,-.J,+, , Lx, k2h,. Since x, Lx. i-- 
A+sr\n-1 -A&, -A&L in NH(S), we may assum [y, 4&J = 1. : 
Then we get a,~ = aiAn-l’n, i.e., 
BY (6.5) we see any E I& . (Note that a,,~ # u,, because 
O(a) n 9&, = 1.) Then (6.6) yields I(rrl’) > 0. 
Case (ii): n odd. Suppose by way of contradiction that 
(6.2) we get C&Z,) !G 9&, . 
If we let G = (&& , i, ,..., &+J,-l ,;,+a), we must have 
YE O(%) and 
Z(rl’) = 0. By 
Otherwise, by applying (3.2) to ‘8 and 6, we would obtain a contradiction 
by the same arguments as above. Put 
If C,&.) C ‘%,, for any R (1 < K < (n - l/2)), (3.7) yields that % = %, , 
which is impossible because No(S) > N&S). Therefore for some R (k > 2), 
we can find an element & and an element of (Jz - K such that [ y, I&] = I. 
Then we get anv E Cs(vk). This implies that a,, must be conjugate to an 
element #a,, of I& by (6.5). H ence by (6.6) we get Z(w,‘) > 0, which is a 
contradiction. The proof is complete. 
Thus by (6.8) and (5.13) we have accomplished the proof of Theorem C, 
which yields Theorem A as was seen in Section 4. Further we note that, if 
Y = 1, Theorem B is true by (2.8) and Theorem A. Now it remains to prove 
Theorem B when Y = 2. 
7. THE PROOFOFTHEOREM B. 
(7.1) In this section, it is G = G(n, 2) and H = H(n, 2) (n > 1). We shall 
consider the following four cases: 
(4 NGW) = ~H(W and NC(S) = ~&)9 
(8 N,(M) = N,(M) and NG(s) > Nds), 
(A NG(M) 2 NH(M) and NG(s) > Nds), 
(4 NG(M) > NIf(M) and NG(s) = NH(s), 
and determine the structure of G in each case. 
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(7.2) LEMUA, If we he case (u), H has a normal cm&me& in G, 
nandy G = H * O(G). 
Proof. This follows from [8; (6.2)]. 
(7.3) LEMMA. If we have cuse (/3), G if ismo~phic to 6,, ot Oan+l . 
Proof. By [S; (6.411, G has a subgroup of index 2. Put G1 = Op(G). 
Then we easily see that G = (X,} * Gi and G1 2 (a , pa ,..., p* , S). Further 
we have C&,) = Wn, 1) and JJ@) = <A , A ,.-, Pm, NH(n.l)(S)) who= 
structure is completely determined by (4.7). Then Cot(~) and S satisfy the 
condition of 17; Th. II]. This yields that Gz is isomorphic to 9l,% or %I,,,, .s 
We shall show that G = (&) Gi is isomorphic to G, or Bon+l according 
as Gl s 2X,,, or 214,+1 . Suppose this is false. Then we can find an element y 
of G1 such that [ho, GJ = 1. Consequently we get [&y, s] = 1, which is 
impossible because S is self-centralizing in G and 8$y +! S. The proof of our 
lemma is complete. 
(7.4) LEMMA. If we bawe case (y), G is ismorphic to 5lIf4+,+8 except in the 
case n = 2 where G s 9& OY PSL(2,7). 
Proof. From (3.2), (3.3) and the focal subgroup theorem [2; Chapt. 7, 
Th. 3.41, we see that G has no subgroup of index 2. Then our lemma follows 
from Th. A. 
(7.5) In subsequent paragraphs (7.6) - (7.14) we assume that we have 
case (6) and n >, 2. Our purpose is to prove Co(or,) !Z No(M) (1 < s < a) 
when tt > 2. Then from (3.6) and (3.7) we get G = No(M) G !&3(Dan+r). 
We shall show this by determining the explicit structure of C&X,) (I < s < 9. 
We note that, if we have rr = 1 and cage (a), G is i~mo~hie to Ch or 6s . 
(If x = 1, case (8) is reduced to case (,9) by interchanging the role of S and 
M if necessary.). 
(7.6) LEMMA. H,(M) is triwial. 
Proof. Take K E I&(M). Put Y, = <a*, .%A,) and U, = (a;, , u,&,rr,) 
(I Q s < n). Letting I’, act on K, we get by Brauer-Wielandt’s theorem [f2j 
K = G&) Cs&J,) Gtu. 
Since C&o,) E I&(M), it follows from the structure of H that Cx(o,,) = 1. 
Since (Y, - c& in N,(M), we get C,(a,JJ = 1. Then we have K = C&J 
(1 < s < nf. Similarly we must have K = CiltfhbnJ by considering the 
’ If n > 4, we may also apply Theorem A in order to obtain this conclusion. 
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action of U, on K. Thus we obtain K 5 C,(M) which yields K = 1 because 
C,(M) = M. The proof is complete. 
(7.7) LEMMA. O(C&rI)) = 1. 
Proof. This follows from (7.6) and the fact that O(CG(nI)) E l&(M). 
(7.8) Let ‘yn be as in (3.5) and put a,’ = r@‘y, . (cf. (3.4)). We define some 
subgroups of ~~(~) and am : 
Mk = (4, ~TJ (1 G k < 4, 
X, = (M,,, x Mk+s x *** x MA * (&.I ,4+1,..., s’, s’> 
(1 < I2 < n - I), 
Tk = Ek . (z-~‘, ml’ ,..., vi), (2 < k G 4 
w, = u, x v, (2<K<n-1) 
Then we have 
xk 6% ~t3(I>,h-k,+,~, 
Tk 2~ ~(D,,), 
So we can apply the lemmas in Section 1 to these groups. Further we know 
by (3.4; (2)) that the representatives of conjugacy classes of involutions of G 
are rQ,t (0 < 8 + t < n). This fact is fundamental for our subsequent 
discussions. 
Proof. Let D be a 2-Sylow subgroup of C&r,) containing M. Then 
we have N&M) 1 D by (2.7). Put Y = C,(r,) n N,(M). Since 
[Cc(rrr) n No(M) : Y] is odd by the explicit structure of N,(M) (cf. (3.6)), 
Y = (7rl,” r’, AI> x lJ, contains a 2-Sylow subgroup of Co(,). Put 
Cl = (1, ml, mi, 4) 
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and 
Then the representatives of conjugacy classes of involutions of Y are 
5~ (Sccl,v~G and hlf 1) 
by (1.2). Suppose that rr;” E Y for some x E co(~J. We can find an element 
y of Y such that rr;” = h for some ~EC’~ and TECH. We claim that 
&q = ?r;. In fact, if 6 = 1, we see from the fusion of involutions of G that 
77 = =a’. Then we get (vlrrl’) xu = rr,ns’ which is impossible by (3.4). Hence 
we obtain 6 f 1. If I # 1 and 7 # 1, we get a contradiction to (3.4) by 
multiplying both sides of the equation r;“” = t;r by v1 . Thus we must have 
rl = 1. Then again by (3.4) we obtain 4 = ?r,‘. Therefore if7112 E Y for some 
x E C&Q, we must have rr;” = ,rz’ or rl’n,. By (7.7) and a theorem of 
G. Glauberman [I] applied to the group Co(~~)~(~~}, we get 
(1) 
We shall show 
(2) CA? f %7 = =h I f$? x Xl 
by induction on n. Since a ZSylow subgroup of Co(7r1 , rrl’) containing S is 
that of C&r1 , rl’) n N,(S) = (T r , vl’) x (some subgroup), it follows 
from a theorem of Gaschtitz [5; p. 1211 that 
for some subgroup X of C& ,wi). Using the fact that 
we easily see that 8 satisfies the inductive hypothesis. Firstly suppose that 
?r = 2. Then we get X e B, or B, as remarked in (7.5). If 8 z (& , we may 
assume that 8 = (7ra’, rra’ys , rra’ma, p) with (ma’, wa’ya ,7ra’ws, p] as a 
canonical set of X where p is some element of X, and A, normalizes X. Since 
ha 8 (~;,%YZ > 2 a rr ‘rr )] = 1, +a must cl;ntraliie k But thii is impossible 
because +a N (yz in G and ua does not centralize any subgroup isomorphic 
to 6s by the structure of E&2,2) F Cc(~). Thus we get 8 s (& and so 
G&l 9 97 = (-1 t ml? x ( =a’, rra’ya ,7rs’~a> which yields (2) when H = 2. 
If n > 2, we get d s !I&&& by induction and so C&r, , wi) = 
<w 1 , ml’) x X, . Thus we have proved (2). Then it follows from (1) and the 
fact that rr;“l = =r’+rr that C!,(r,) = ((nl , rr;) x X&A,). 
481/14/1-5 
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Proof. Put 
Yn = (T,c x &Khh 
B, = (78, &&x,,ll GsSkK,l <:t~<kR,~k,~(~t,d) 
Then Bk is the totality of elements of Ek: conjugate in G to TQ and Yk operates 
transitively on B, under conjugation. Then in order to see Y, = No(&), 
it is sufficient to see that C&r) (? No(&) _C Ye. This follows from the 
structure of Co(rrl). 
(7.11) LEMMA. O( Co(?Q’e;)) = 1 w/fen? v = 7rr or .Jrs . 
Proof. Suppose that er = n, . Put K = O(Co(~,‘ml)). We have C&r’ni) 1 
<Y2,~2, 2 A >. Considering the action of the four-group (7~~ , A,) on K, we 
have 
K = Ghl GrW Ww). 
Since C&2) E &&4~ (8) by (7.9), it follows from (1.3) that C&s) = 1. 
Since C&rs)~* = Cd&) and C,(hs~,)“r = C,(n,), we get K = 1. Similarly, 
if v=Trz, it follows from the action of (As, =s) on O(Co(q’~s)) that 
O(C&r~‘7r2)) = 1. 
Proof. We easily see that (7r I , -IQ’> X U, contains a 2-Sylow subgroup 
of Co(rl’rl). Suppose that v.,= E (q ,v~‘) x U, for some x E C~(7rr’q). 
From the fusion of involutions of G we get wl@ = or . (by the same arguments 
as in the proof of (7.9)). Then it follows from (7.11) and Glauberman’s 
theorem [I] that Z(C&‘nJ) 3 9 and so C&‘q) = CG(q’~r) f~ Cc(7r1) = 
hi7 1 7r > x X1 . Thus we obtain Z(CsJ~X’~J) 3 TV’. Suppose that v = rrs . 
hi9 1 7r ‘) x IV, contains a 2-Sylow subgroup of Co(r~‘?rs). If 
?q E (7rl) 7rl’) x w, 
for some x E Co(n1’7rs), we see VP = q’ from the fusion of involutions of G. 
Then we get Z(Co(7T2;rs)) 3 rr,’ by (7.11) and Glsuberman’s theorem. 
Finally suppose that e, E & . As is easily seen from the structure of N&f), 
there is an element yu of N&f) such that [wr’, yJ = 1 and ?TP = v. From 
this fact it follows that Z(C&‘v)) 3 T,‘. 
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(7.13) LEMMA. (1) If 2 E (7rr , n;> x w, ,7r;a - rrr and 7r;a&+ - a&r 
in G, we have aV = ml’nl or m1’w8 for some y E U, . (2) If 
1 fs x +lr,n;> x w,, s7;2-7rl’ and apl - UQr~‘2 
we hme 2~ = ml or rl’ri for some y E U, . (3) If ml2 E Co(%) n CG(ak) for 
some x E CG(ak), we have nlz E Ek . 
Proof. (1) Writex=u~whereu~(n,,~r’)ando~W~.Ifw=l,we 
must have 2 = rr,‘nr by the assumption. Suppose that o # 1. Then if u # wl’, 
the fusion of involutions of G would not be consistent with 7~1’2 N nl in G. 
Therefore we must have u = rr’. Put C = {?rs , A, , ~+r , A,, , AaA,+r). 
Then C is the set of the representatives of involutions of W, conjugate in G 
to rrl . Then we can find an element y of W, such that vu E C by using the 
fact 7r1’2 - rl in G. Since [ y, 7r1’ak] = 1, we have ~~‘a# N an-r and so 
akVv - akml . If WV # =s , this would be violated. Thus we obtain 2~ = wl’rs . 
We may assume that y E U, because [7rr’rra , V,l = 1. (2) Write 2 = M 
where u~(rrr,nr’) and VE Wk. If w = 1, we must have 2 =7rl by the 
assumption of our lemma. Suppose that w # 1. Then we must have u = v,’ 
because rr’ - ml’2 in G. Hence we get rr’ - v and c+zrr - akv in G. From 
the structure of W, , we can find an element y of W, such that WV E {ws’, rr;+J. 
But if VV = r;+r , apI’ - akvv in G would not hold. Hence we get nV = rrs’ 
and so 2~ = ?r ‘w ‘. We may assume that y E U, because [rrl’xa’, V,] = 1. 
(3). We have, iy a(7.9), 
C&d n Gbk) = ((3 , vi> x (Uk - XkNW. 
Put Yx = T&J x V, . Then clearly Yk contains a 2-Sylow subgroup of 
C,(aJ n Co(ak). Hence there is an element y of X, such that 71(py EYk . Put 
c = {=I , “k+l , &&I , hk, ha}* 
C is the set of the representatives of involutions of Yk which are conjugate 
in G to ?r, . Therefore we can find an element 2 of Yk such that rry E C. 
Since x, y, 2 E CG(ak), we have a&r - (ak?rr)m’ = a#‘. If fl# 7rr, 
We would obtam a&r - a, Or a&r - ak+r W h’ h is impossible by (5.8). 1C 
Thus we get +” = IQ and so nlz E Ek because y, 2 E N,@,). 
(7.14) LEMMA. Cc(aII) = N,(E,) (2 Q s < n). 
Proof. By (7.10) it is sufficient to see that Co(as) D E, . In order to do 
this, we shall show 
ml2 E E, for any 
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Since 7rzx - “I ’ in G for any x E C’&aJ, a, = (n-rs, mr’) has the nontrivial 
center (cf. [Z; Chapt. 9, p. 3011). Put Z(D,) = (a,). Then we have 
W 7~’ N 7rl’zx m . 2, 0’ 
Case (a). Suppose that nr* N ni4 in 3, . Since 2, E C&r;) n Co(+), 
we can find U, E X, such that 22 E {VQ, q’> x Wk. Then we have 
n,” N ~~‘2~ and (ukwI)5 - o~~nr’s>. By (7.13; (1)) we get ~2~ = n,‘nr or 
nl’7rs for some y E U, . Hence we obtain z, = q’n where w E: {nr> u & . 
(7.12) yields [n%s, n,7 = 1 because [z~ , w;e] = 1 and so 7~~ E Co(n~v}. 
Then we must have z, = rrI%rx’. Therefore we get wxx = et E Eb . 
Case (b). Suppose that 7~’ - rI’az in az . Then we note that 
$% 
1 = 7r;2, for some yE E D, . 
Since a* E Co(7ri) n C&a*), there is an element u, E Xk such that 
.a3 E {lzl , xl’) x W, . Then we have 7rx’ N rrx’a> and aanI’ N crknx’z~ in 
G. From (7.13; (2)) we get +r = q or 7~~‘~s’ for some y E Uk . Suppose 
that ~$3~ = T~‘T~‘. Since rrfy* = q*z, , we have ?I:~. E CG(?rr) n co(~) and 
so +‘@-l E Co(rr,) /7 CG(aJ. Then it follows from (7.13; (3)) that 
n;@ E Ek . Hence rrfYe = ti (V E Bk) and so 2, = (rrlv~ + rrl'm2'. 
Therefore we must have 2Fv = q and so 2, = =r. Thus we get 
rrIa E Co(?rJ n Co(qJ. Then it follows from (7.13; (3)) that rrIx E Ek . Thus 
we have proved that rr,” E Ek for any x E Co(qJ. On the other hand, Bk 
generates Ek where B, is the set defined in (7.10). This implies that 
c&d D E, . 
(7.15) Now we are in a position to accomplish the proof that, if we have 
case (a), G is isomorphic to ~(~*+~). In fact, it follows from (7.9), (7.10) 
and (7.11) that Co(aJ C No(M) (1 < s < n). Then (3.7) yield that 
G = N,(M) h h w ic is isomorphic to ?IB(D,,+,) by (3.6). 
This completes the proof of Theorem B. 
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